INVENTORIES MANUFACTURERS' INVENTORIES SHOWED AN INCREASE AT THE END OF FEBRUARY, MOSTLY REFLECTING A BUILD-UP OF STEEL STOCKS TO AVOID A SHORTAGE LATER IN CASE OF A STRIKE, THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE REPORTED. THE BOOK VALUE OF MANUFACTURERS' INVENTORIES WAS A SEASONALLY ADJUSTED $49.8 BILLION, COMPARED WITH $49.5 BILLION AT THE END OF THE PRECEDING MONTH. DURABLE GOODS MAKERS' STOCKS STOOD AT AN ADJUSTED $28.4 BILLION, A RISE OF SOME $200 MILLION FROM THE END-OF-JANUARY TOTAL.

THE FEBRUARY ADJUSTED TOTAL OF NEW ORDERS ROSE BY $1.3 BILLION TO AN ADJUSTED $29.8 BILLION—JUST SHY OF THE PRE-RECESSION PEAK OF $30 BILLION IN NOVEMBER 1956, AND THE BIGGEST MONTH-TO-MONTH GAIN OF THE RECOVERY. MANUFACTURERS' SALES IN FEBRUARY ROSE BY $400 MILLION TO AN ADJUSTED $28.5 BILLION WITH MOST OF THE INCREASE CENTERED IN THE DURABLE GOODS INDUSTRIES, AND REFLECTING THE STEEL-BUYING ACTIVITY. (WALL ST. J., 4/2 P.2)

AUTO OUTPUT ROSE WITH CHRYSLER CORPORATION GETTING IN A FULL MONTH OF PRODUCTION UNHAMPERED BY A GLASS SHORTAGE, TOTAL AUTO OUTPUT IN MARCH ROSE TO 576,085 CARS, AN INCREASE OF 20.4% OVER THE PRECEDING MONTH. MARCH HAD TWO MORE PRODUCTION DAYS THAN FEBRUARY, THOUGH SOME WORK SCHEDULES WERE AFFECTED BY TIME OFF FOR THE EASTER HOLIDAY. BECAUSE OF THE ADDED NUMBER OF WORK DAYS, AN INCREASE OF ABOUT 8% IN PRODUCTION WOULD HAVE BEEN NORMAL FOR THE INDUSTRY OR ANY AUTO MAKER. THE MARCH TOTAL WAS 61.3% ABOVE THE CARS ASSEMBLED IN THE LIKE 1958 MONTH. (WALL ST. J., 4/2 P.3)


Selection of these items does not imply this bank’s guaranty of their accuracy, nor agreement with the views expressed.
1953. This recovery is leading to widespread predictions within the industry that truck sales this year will top 1958 by at least 25%.
(Melloan. Wall St. J., 4/1 p.1)

CHRYSLER TO MAKE OWN GLASS PARTS Chrysler Corporation is going into the glass fabricating business early next year and ultimately will produce 50% of its total requirements. Windshields, backlights, windows and other glass parts will be fabricated in a reconverted stamping plant in Detroit. The decision, L.L. Colbert, president of Chrysler Corporation conceded, was "brought to a head" by the long strike at Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. (Wall St. J., 4/1 p.24)

STOCK VOLUME Trading in stocks on the New York Stock Exchange in the first three months of this year was the heaviest since 1929, while on the American Stock Exchange trading set a new record. Turnover on the Big Board was 231,496,751 shares, an increase of about 69% above the 136,744,324 shares exchanged in the first quarter of 1958. (N.Y. Times, 4/1 p.51)

CAUTIONING BY MARKET OFFICIAL Recent flurries of speculation in low-price stocks and sharp price rises seemingly based on rumors have spurred an informal campaign by brokers, Stock Exchange officials, and advisory services warning investors to be careful. G. Keith Funston, president of the New York Stock Exchange, calls his admonitions to shareholders "cautionary" rather than a warning in the same sense that an amber traffic light flashes before the red one comes on. (Tompkins. N.Y. Times, 4/5 III p.1)

TREASURY'S 13-WEEK BILL RATE RISES The latest issue of 13-week Treasury bills was sold at a price equivalent to an average yield of 2.841%. The companion issue of 26-week bills drew a rate of 3.236%. Last week, the two issues drew rates of 2.766% and 3.093% respectively. (Wall St. J., 4/1 p.6)

UNEMPLOYMENT STILL AT RELATIVELY HIGH LEVELS In a report by the Department of Labor covering February and March, 74 cities are classed in the category of "substantial unemployment"—6% or more. The other 75 have slight or moderate unemployment. A year ago, 70 had substantial and 79 mild unemployment. But the March survey shows improvement in the job situation since January, when idleness was high enough to be classified as substantial in 76 cities and mild in 73. "Unemployment in many of the surveyed areas remained at relatively high levels for this time of the year," the Department said. (Wall St. J., 4/1 p.7)
JOBLESS AID EXTENDED  President Eisenhower signed into law a bill extending for three months emergency unemploy­ment pay benefits for an estimated 405,000 jobless workers. The measure continues temporarily last year's emergency extension which was to have expired at midnight March 31. Currently, 17 States are participating fully in the emergency extension and others are participating in part. The Department of Labor estimated the new extension would provide payments totaling $78 million to some 405,000 jobless workers who had exhausted State benefits as of March 31. (J. of Comm., 4/1 p.4)

CONSUMER CREDIT  Consumers boosted their outstanding instalment debt UP $333 MILLION by a seasonally adjusted $333 million in February, the Federal Reserve Board reported. While this was less than the $387 million adjusted increase in January, officials said it was the highest gain for any month, except January, since February 1956, when the increase was $371 million. And the increase was in sharp contrast to the $167 million reduction of outstanding instalment debt in February last year. (Wall St. J., 4/3 p.5)

CARLOADINGS SEEN  Railroad shippers predicted that revenue freight carloadings of major commodities for the second quarter of 1959 will be 12.4% above the like quarter last year. Big increases over a year earlier were forecast in loadings of such basic industrial materials as ore and ore concentrates, which are expected to be up 63.9%, and iron and steel, 47.9%. Decreases were forecast for only four commodities. (Wall St. J., 4/1 p.3)

FARM SURPLUSES  The Government's farm surplus pile crept upward to AT NEW HIGH a new high in February, the Department of Agriculture reported, but officials indicated the glut's steady eight-month rise may be ending. The Agency said it had nearly $9.1 billion tied up in surpluses February 28, up a relatively slight $68 million from the end of January, but far above the $7.3 billion a year earlier. Officials said the February figure may have marked the top of this year's seasonal advance. (Wall St. J., 4/3 p.16)

U.S. BOOSTS RATE FOR BANKS ON FARM LOANS that effective May 1, it will increase to 2-3/4% the interest rate paid to banks for financing Government price support loans to farmers. The rate is now 2-1/2%. The Department said the increase is designed to bring the rate more in line with current rates on short-term government and commercial borrowing. (N.Y. Hearld Trib., 4/2 III p.9)
GOLD OUTFLOW  Foreign countries continue to gain dollar balances in substantial volume even though the outflow of gold from the United States came to a virtual halt in February. The underlying cause of the 10% decline in this country's gold stock last year was the $3.1 billion decline in our exports. The severe contraction in exports enabled foreign countries not only to gain gold, but also to add more than $1 billion to their short-term balances here. The gold stock of this country, now $20.5 billion, is half the world's total. It remains ample for all practical purposes. However, the $2.3 billion decline in 1958 demonstrated how rapidly this reserve can decline when the balance of payments turns adverse because of a sharp drop in exports. (J.I.B. J. of Comm., 3/31 p.1)

EXPORTS AT 3-YEAR LOW  The Department of Commerce's final report on February commercial exports put the value of shipments at $1,183,500,000, up slightly from the $1,171,000,000 reported earlier in a preliminary tally. The final figure still marked a three-year low. The last time commercial exports dropped that low was in September 1955 when they were valued at $1,160,000,000. (Wall St. J., 4/2 p.10)

SEAWAY HELD  Forecasts of impressive boosts in U.S. foreign trade as a result of the St. Lawrence Seaway were unfurled by some of the nation's top economists, Government and trade officials at a one-day meeting of Cleveland's industrial leaders. New York economist Walter H. Diamond forecast that the expanded seaway could lead to a rise in the total annual U.S. exports to $15 billion from the current rate of $13 billion. He backed this optimistic forecast by predicting that more than 75% of all foreign sales of vehicles, auto parts, metals and ores, and foodstuffs will be shipped from the Great Lakes region. (J. of Comm., 4/3 p.1)

DEMAND BOOSTS  Prospects are looking up for quite a number of oil companies--large and small, international or domestic. Basically, the 1959 recovery in demand is expected to increase U.S. consumption of refined products about 4% or 5%, while a 7% or 8% gain is projected for the rest of the world. (Weberman. N.Y. Herald Trib., 4/5 II p.5)

SHOE PRICES  Shoes are going to cost more this fall, generally 50¢ to $1 a pair, and up to $1.50 to $3 a pair more for work shoes, say shoe manufacturers at the advance fall shoe market this week. Not only were manufacturers busy booking orders for fall at the higher prices, but they even predicted further increases were in the offing, possibly by the time the popular price shoe show is held in New York May 3-7, if leather prices keep rising. (Smith. Wall St. J., 4/3 p.3)